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Subtitle: Aks by "kunkur9" - 30/12/2015 07:35 ItÆs a classic tale of a courtesanÆs journey from the Æmerascale of poverty to the castle of love. .. Today, the story of the Kama Sutra is all about pleasure. In todayÆs mainstream media, stories about sex are relatively rare. They are dominated by Æpornography and other forms of lust,Æ it seems. ÆBut many of us continue to believe that the Kama Sutra is about more
than lust. It was written in the Sanskrit language by a group of authors from around the 7 th century. The Kama Sutra has been studied since the time of Roman emperor, Marcus Aurelius, who asked a friend, the Peripatetic philosopher, Lucianus, to translate the Kama Sutra into Greek in the 2nd century AD. As was the case for most of the world, the story of Kama Sutra started and ended in India. The book, however,
was initially written to address the nobility, as it describes the basics of lovemaking and how to court a woman. It also relates the same to women. It also talks about the sensual aspects of marriage. The book was written at a time when India was experiencing the decay of feudal society, and also the rise of the merchant class and bourgeoisie. Translators differed in their opinion about how people in the East usually
behaved when they were intimate, but the Kama Sutra says that the sensual pleasures which are rare in the West are all part of the sex act in the East. As the Emperor asked Lucianus to translate the Kama Sutra into Greek, a parallel Arabic version of the original text also exists. The book is therefore considered the father of erotica and sex manuals in general. The author of the Kama Sutra was Vatsyayana, who lived
around CE 540 to CE 600. The author was interested in exploring the ways of lovemaking. One of his students was a dancer, Gopika, and Vatsyayana wanted to know if he could provide him with a syllabus that would teach him about the art of lovemaking. This led to the work on the Kama Sutra, a text that focuses on lovemaking.
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